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SweSRII 
Swedish Congress on Internet Interventions 

Gothenburg, 23-24 May 2022 

On behalf of the Organizing Committee, it is our great pleasure to welcome you to the 11th 
Swedish Congress on Internet Interventions (SweSRII). The Congress is held at Mölndal 
hospital right outside of Gothenburg. 

We have invited researchers from Sweden and all over Europe to share their knowledge and 
experiences on using and developing Internet-based interventions. The aim of our conference 
is to contribute to the development and dissemination of best possible psychological 
interventions to help people in need. 
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Practical information 
 

 Meeting location: 
Mölndal hospital (Mölndals sjukhus in Swedish). 
It is located just outside of Gothenburg and is easy to reach from the city 
centre and the central station in Gothenburg. 
Address (main entrance): Göteborgsvägen 31, 411 04 Gothenburg. 
 

 Conference hall: 
R-aulan in the R-building (in Swedish: R-huset). See the map below.  
 

 Travel from Gothenburg central station: 
Trams 2 and 4 to ”Mölndals sjukhus” (it takes approximately 20 
minutes), which places you right outside of the main entrance of the 
Mölndal hospital. 
 

 By taxi: Call +46 (0) 31-27 27 27 (TaxiKurir). 
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Scientific Program 
 

Day 1, 23 May 

 

 

 

 

13.00  Registration  

13.10  Mikael Mide – Welcome 

13.15  Håkan Lagerberg, The effect of an online Deliberate Practice course for CBT-
therapists regarding patient-rated working alliance: A randomized controlled trial 

13.30  Alejandro Domínguez Rodríguez, Internet Treatments for Latin America and Spain 
(ITLAS) group: Free Online psychological interventions for promoting mental health 

13.45  Björn Liliequist, Blended cognitive behavior therapy for premature ventricular 
contractions   

14.00  Charlotte Mühlmann, Implementation of Internet-based Therapy in a Suicide 
Prevention Clinic 

14.15  Rodrigo T. Lopes,  Optimizing cognitive-behavioral therapy for social anxiety 
disorder using the factorial design: what works best and how does it work? 

14.30  Conference Group Photo and Coffee break  

15.00  Gerhard Andersson, Adding new problems for intervention research. Should we 
speed up the process? 

15.15  George Vlaescu, Internet treatment studies - Have they become easier to run? 
Challenges and how to handle them 

15.30  Martin Oscarsson, Developing an internet-based stress-management program for 
working adults with ADHD 

15.45  Amira Hentati, The effect of user interface on treatment engagement in a self-guided 
intervention: A randomized controlled trial 

16.00  Alberthe Stahlfest Møller, Development of Internet-Delivered Cognitive Behavioral 
Therapy (iCBT) programs for depression and anxiety disorders 

16.15  Break  

16.30  Alexander Rozental, Treating perfectionism using internet-based cognitive behavior 
therapy: Comparing two types of treatment 

16.45  Elisabet Gervind and Mathilda Ben Salem, The transference of research results to 
practise: Organization and implementation outcomes of iCBT in primary care – a mixed 
methods study using the RE-AIM framework 

17.00  Anna Larsson, IMPACT (Internet-Mediated Psychological treatment - Acceptance 
and Commitment Therapy) in youths: The role of parental support 

17.15  Kristina Aspvall, Stepped-care treatment for children and adolescents with 
obsessive-compulsive disorder: a randomized controlled non-inferiority trial 

17.30  Dorian Kern, What can internet interventions do for individuals with type 1 diabetes 
mellitus? 

 18.00  Dinner at La Gondola, Avenyn  
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Day 2, 24 May 

 

9.00  Per Carlbring, TRAbee: Internet-delivered transdiagnostic self-help treatments for 
anxiety and/or depression: Preliminary results from a full-factorial designed randomized 
control trial 

9.15  Nick Titov, Demographic and symptom change in users of the Australian MindSpot 
Clinic during the COVID-19 pandemic 

9.30  Jiayan Pan, Development of an online cognitive behavioral therapy program for 
reducing psychological distress of Chinese university students in Hong Kong 

9.45  Johanna Lätth, Prevention of child sexual abuse on the “Darknet”: a masked, 
randomized and placebo-controlled trial of internet-delivered CBT for people who use 
child sexual abuse material 

10.00  Karoline Kolaas, Feasibility of a low-threshold online video-delivered 
transdiagnostic course for common mental health problems in primary care: a single-group 
prospective cohort 

10.15  Charlotte Lunden, Internet-delivered cognitive behaviour therapy for adolescents 
with insomnia comorbid to psychiatric conditions: A non-randomised trial 

10.30  Coffee break 

10.45  Erik Forsell, Accuracy of therapists’ predictions of outcome in Internet delivered 
Cognitive Behavior Therapy for depression and anxiety in routine psychiatric care  

11.00  Nils Hentati Isacsson, Development of clinically actionable prediction models in 
internet delivered cognitive behavioral therapy: lessons and results  

11.15  Pontus Bjurner, Validation, usability testing and development of a clinical decision 
support tool for iCBT 

11.30  Viktor Kaldo, Collaboratively creating QPRED – A set of predictive patient-rated questions 
for ICBT (and less interesting interventions)  

11.45  Klara Lauri, A preliminary investigation of a therapist-supported online cognitive 
intervention for patients with taboo obsessions  

12.00  Britta Westerberg, An internet based intervention for adults with Autism spectrum 
disorder – a qualitative study of participants experiences   

12.15  Youstina Demetry, Knocking on the Virtual Doors of Arabic-speaking Youth in 
Sweden through a Culturally Adapted Internet-Based Cognitive Behavioural Therapy: a 
Feasibility Study 

12.30  Mercedes Almela, Wellbeing Online: A self-applied intervention to reduce symptoms 
of depression and anxiety in 7 countries. Study Protocol for a Randomized Controlled Trial 

12.45  Victoria Aminoff, CoronaCope: ICBT for psychological symptoms related to the 
pandemic 

13.00  Closing 
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Presentation Abstracts 
(in the order they appear in the agenda) 

 
 
Day 1, 13.15: Håkan Lagerberg, Stockholm University, Department of Psychology 

The effect of an online Deliberate Practice course for CBT-therapists regarding patient-rated 
working alliance: A randomized controlled trial 

Background: Deliberate Practice (DP) has been proposed for improving therapist 
effectiveness. DP emphasizes the importance of feedback, expert mentorship, repetition, and 
individualized learning objectives. The primary analysis tested whether an online, 8-week 
Deliberate Practice course for cognitive-behavioral therapists would influence patient-rated 
working alliance compared to a waiting list (WL). 

Methods: Therapists (n=37) with an undergraduate diploma in CBT were recruited using 
social media and mailing lists. For two weeks before and after the intervention, therapists in 
both groups recruited their adult patients in individual therapy to complete the Session 
Alliance Inventory (SAI) anonymously. Delayed responses the week after this period were 
included. Therapists were randomized to DP or WL. The DP intervention consisted of one 75-
minute zoom workshop per week over eight weeks. Each workshop specified a therapist’s 
skill and related skill criteria (e.g., Responding to client resistance) and involved 50 minutes of 
focused role-plays with repetition and feedback. 

Results: A linear mixed model found a trend (p = .054) towards a significant group and time 
interaction effect. The interaction was unexpected: the DP-group decreased their composite 
SAI scores (d = -.40), and the WL-group increased their scores (d = .49). 

Discussion: This pioneering randomized controlled study combined a comprehensive and 
online-based Deliberate Practice course with a patient-rated working alliance scale. 
Surprisingly, a close-to-significant effect indicated that the intervention had a negative impact, 
while the waiting list had a positive effect. However, power requirements were not met, and 
methodological issues such as attrition and bias were limitations. Recommendations for 
future research are presented. 

Per Carlbring, Håkan Lagerberg, James F. Boswell, Michael J. Constantino, George Vlaescu, 
Gerhard Andersson 

 

Day 1, 13.30: Alejandro Domínguez Rodríguez, Valencian International University, Health 
Sciences Area, Spain 

Internet Treatments for Latin America and Spain (ITLAS) group: Free Online psychological 
interventions for promoting mental health 

Introduction: People suffering from mental disorders worldwide were already at concerning 
levels before the COVID-19 pandemic. Organizations such as the World Health Organization 
stated that many persons are not receiving psychological treatment, especially in low- and 
middle-income countries. Online interventions offer the possibility to reach a relatively 
unlimited number of individuals and provide evidence-based psychological treatments. 
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Therefore, online interventions will improve society’s well-being and reduce the gap in the 
access to treatments.  

Methods: We aim to present the Internet Treatments for Latin America and Spain (ITLAS) 
group. We are researchers from Latin-American and European universities working in 
collaboration to design and deliver free online treatments to the general population, with 
special focus on countries of Latin America where the offer of free psychological treatment is 
scarce. As it states on our website (www.itlasgroup.com): “The objective of our group is to 
design, develop, implement, and evaluate a set of interventions supported by the internet that 
would help  increase the knowledge and evidence of a relatively young area as it is internet 
supported interventions.” Also, it is part of our group's purpose to increase the knowledge on 
improving participants’ adherence by following User Experience (UX) method with a User-
Centered Design (UCD) perspective.  

Results and conclusion: So far, we have developed and implemented interventions to provide 
mental-health support during the COVID-19 pandemic, directed at different target groups 
such as the general population (www.saludmentalcovid.com); persons that lost someone due 
to or during the pandemic (www.duelocovid.com); healthcare workers 
(www.personalsalud.com), and other vulnerable groups, such as the Mayan population 
(www.itlasgroup.com/maya-project.aspx). ITLAS is working on more interventions non-
focused on COVID-19 and also directed to the general population of more European countries 
that will be available in 2022. 

Alejandro Dominguez-Rodriguez, Paulina Erika Herdoiza-Arroyo, Anabel de la Rosa-Gómez, 
Reyna Jazmin Martínez Arriaga, Joaquín Mateu Mollá, Joabián Alvarez, Rosa Olimpia Castellanos 

Vargas Adrián Antonio Cisneros Hernández & Mercedes Almela 

 

Day 1, 13.45: Björn Liliequist, Klinisk Neurovetenskap, Karolinska Institutet 

Blended cognitive behavior therapy for premature ventricular contractions 

Aim: Premature ventricular contractions (PVCs: extra heartbeats) is a common cardiac 
arrhythmia associated with low quality of life (QoL) and impaired functioning. Current 
medical treatments rarely improve symptoms (e.g., sensation of a skipped heartbeat, 
palpitations, and fluttering) and there is need for other treatment options. Symptom 
preoccupation i.e., fear of cardiac-related symptoms and avoidance of social and physical 
activities likely worsens symptom presentation and impairment. However, no published 
studies have investigated the potential effects of CBT for symptomatic PVCs. 
The aim of this pilot study is to evaluate if CBT delivered via videoconference in conjunction 
with online self-help material increases PVC-specific QOL and reduces symptom burden in 
patients with symptomatic PVC. 

Method: Nineteen patients with symptomatic PVC on medical treatment in accordance with 
guidelines were included in this pilot study. Participants underwent 10 weeks of CBT 
targeting symptom preoccupation. The treatment was blended, i.e., delivered face-to-face via 
videoconference in conjunction with text-based modules with homework assignments. Self-
reported measures were completed pre, weekly, post, and at 3- and 6-months follow-up. 
Objective PVC burden was measured by a 5-day continuous electrocardiogram (ECG) 
recording. 
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Results: Preliminary results show large within-group changes pre to post on the PVC-specific 
QoL measure AFEQT-PVC (Cohen’s d=1.62; p<.001) and symptom preoccupation measured by 
CAQ (Cohen’s d=1.73; p<.001). The results from the ECG have not yet been analyzed.  

Conclusion: This pilot study shows promising potentials effects of CBT as a treatment for 
increasing QoL and reducing symptom preoccupation in patients with PVC. The next step is to 
adapt this treatment protocol to be delivered solely via the internet.  

Björn Liliequist 

 

Day 1, 14.00: Charlotte Mühlmann, Danish Research Institute for Suicide Prevention, 
Denmark 

Implementation of Internet-based Therapy in a Suicide Prevention Clinic 

Introduction: In a randomized controlled trial with 402 participants, we found a semi-guided 
internet-based therapy program to be effective in reducing suicidal ideation. We wish to 
investigate whether internet-based therapy can be successfully implemented in a Suicide 
Prevention Clinic and what the facilitators and barriers might be.  

Methods: The internet-based therapy program consists of six modules that each contains 
psycho-educational material as well as several self-help exercises. The program will be 
implemented at the Suicide Prevention Clinic Copenhagen, with guidance and support from 
clinicians through written messages, telephone calls, and video calls. For the implementation 
study, the RE-AIM implementation framework will be used to evaluate if internet-based 
therapy: 1) can reach individuals with suicidal ideation who might otherwise not seek help, 2) 
is clinically effective compared to face-to-face therapy, 3) is implemented with a high level of 
adherence, and 4) is maintained post-study funding. Several data sources will be used: self-
reported patient and clinician data, log-data from the internet-based therapy website, patient 
records, and interviews with patients and clinicians.  

Results: The implementation study at the Suicide Prevention Clinic will start in 2022 and 
preliminary results will be presented at the conference.  

Conclusion: This study will contribute to implementation research, by investigating the 
barriers and facilitators for implementing an internet-based therapy targeting suicidal 
ideation in a clinical practice. An implementation toolkit, that specifically targets the special 
issues at hand when dealing with suicidal individuals, will be developed. We hope that the 
toolkit will be useful for outpatient clinics and suicide prevention organizations that wish to 
implement internet-based therapy for individuals at risk of suicide. 

Charlotte Mühlmann, Malene Grundahl, Merete Nordentoft, Annette Erlangsen 

 

Day 1, 14.15: Rodrigo T. Lopes, University of Bern, Switzerland 

Study Protocol: Optimizing cognitive-behavioral therapy for social anxiety disorder using the 
factorial design: what works best and how does it work? [OPTIMIZE] 

Introduction: Social Anxiety Disorder (SAD) is the third most common mental disorder and 
highly impairing. Although evidence-based treatments exist, there is room for improvement. 
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There is also a lack of understanding about how treatment works. The goals of this factorial 
trial are to (1) examine the main and interaction effects of four active treatment components 
of an established internet-based cognitive-behavioral therapy (ICBT) for SAD (Shyne) and (2) 
to examine the mediation effects of mechanisms of change in the outcome. 

Methods: Four treatment components (psychoeducation, cognitive restructuring, attention 
training, exposure) will be combined in sixteen conditions (a component is either present or 
absent, therefore a 2^4 design). This innovative design enables the estimation of the main and 
interaction effects of the four treatment components. The 464 participants, with a clinically 
diagnosed SAD, will be randomized in one of the sixteen conditions, and get online access for 
8 weeks to a certain version of Shyne, which is tailored to the particular condition. Self-report 
questionnaires and telephone interviews will be conducted at pre-treatment, mid-treatment 
(4 weeks after randomization), post-treatment (8 weeks after randomization), and follow-up 
(6 months after randomization). The primary outcome measure is the symptoms of SAD at 
post-treatment. We will assess six secondary outcomes (depression and anxiety symptoms, 
quality of life, client satisfaction, negative effects, diagnoses) and four hypothesized change 
mechanisms of ICBT for SAD (knowledge of SAD, dysfunctional cognitions, self-focused 
attention, avoidance, and safety behaviors). Data collection is conducted from August 2021 
until mid-2023. Future SAD treatments might be improved, and remission rates increased 
through the understanding of the mechanisms of change. 

Rodrigo Lopes, Dajana Šipka, Tobias Krieger, Jan Philipp Klein, Thomas Berger 

 

Day 1, 15.00: Gerhard Andersson, Linköping University, Sweden 

Adding new problems for intervention research. Should we speed up the process? 

Internet interventions have now existed for more than 20 years. Meanwhile research on face-
to-face treatments has not progressed much and we are approaching (if not already there) a 
situation where we have evidence-based internet treatment protocols that do not exist or 
been tested as regular face-to-face treatments. In this talk I will provide an overview of the 
existing "non-typical" problems for which research has been completed. This includes topics 
like loneliness, procrastination and most recently corona-related psychological problems. I 
will argue that internet interventions research is a way to speed up treatment development 
and that there are many more problems and target groups that have not been focused on yet. 

Gerhard Andersson 

 

Day 1, 15.15: George Vlaescu, Linköping University, Sweden  

Internet treatment studies - Have they become easier to run? Challenges and how to handle them 

Internet treatment studies have been around for many years now and the processes around 
them - preparing, recruiting, running - have become smoother all the time. 
Does this mean that research studies may be quickly set up and run without any problems 
now? Even though improvements are happening every day, the answer, grounded on our 
experience, is still not entirely positive. 
Based on using the Iterapi platform - developed at Linköping University - we will present 
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some challenges we came across during last years, technical and not only, and suggest what 
can we do to surpass them and get better prepared for future studies. 

George Vlaescu, Per Carlbring, Gerhard Andersson 

 

Day 1, 15.30: Martin Oscarsson, Department of Psychology, Stockholm University, Sweden  

Developing an internet-based stress-management program for working adults with ADHD 

Introduction: The proportion of sickness absence due to psychiatric diagnoses has increased 
drastically. It is reasonable to assume that ADHD adults are overly represented in these cases. 
Thus, it is urgent to manage and prevent work-related mental illness in this population. Yet, 
the possibilities of doing so have not been studied extensively. Therefore, this project 
evaluates the feasibility, acceptability, and effects of an internet-based stress-management 
program developed specifically for this at-risk population. In this presentation, the protocol 
for developing and assessing the program is presented, including ADHD adults’ attitudes 
toward the program and comparing current interventions. 

Methods: To assess attitudes toward the program, transcripts from 20 interviews with ADHD 
adults were explored using descriptive thematic analysis. The interviews focused on the 
scope, content, and duration of the proposed intervention and the design and possible 
inclusion of therapist support. The program will be based on existing support and 
interventions for ADHD adults. The development will include a thorough assessment of 
previous research, including quantitative and qualitative studies, meta-analyses, and 
literature reviews. The most relevant and effective material will be adapted to the internet 
format and the ADHD-adult population. 

Results and discussion: This project will further the knowledge of possible ways to manage and 
prevent work-related mental illness among ADHD adults, including related sickness absence. 
If the proposed program shows promising results, it could quickly be made available to 
caregivers and/or the public, conceivably conserving considerable resources for individuals, 
employers, and society. 

Oscarsson, M., Nelson, M., Rozental, A., Ginsberg, Y., Carlbring, P., & Jönsson, F. 

 

Day 1, 15.45: Amira Hentati, Karolinska Institutet, Department of Clinical Neuroscience 

The effect of user interface on treatment engagement in a self-guided intervention: A 
randomized controlled trial 

Introduction: Resources are spent on the development of digital platforms and their user 
interfaces for digital mental health services. However, studies investigating the potential 
benefits of different user interfaces for digital interventions are currently lacking. To fill this 
knowledge gap, the aim of this study was to investigate differences in treatment engagement 
between two different user interfaces for digital interventions. 

Methods: A total of 397 participants from the Swedish general public were randomized (1:1) 
to use a self-guided digital problem-solving intervention during one week, either with an 
optimized user interface or a basic user interface. Primary outcome measures were self-rated 
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usability and treatment credibility. Secondary outcome measures included behavioral 
engagement with the intervention. 

Results: No significant differences were found between the user interfaces in ratings of 
usability or treatment credibility. However, participants who used the optimized user 
interface were on some of the measures of behavioral engagement significantly more engaged 
with the intervention. 

Conclusion: An optimized user interface, compared to a basic user interface commonly used in 
digital interventions, does not increase ratings of usability or treatment credibility, but 
increases some measures of behavioral engagement with a digital intervention. 

Amira Hentati 

 

Day 1, 16.00: Alberthe Stahlfest Møller, Centre for Telepsychiatry, Odense, Denmark 

Development of Internet-Delivered Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (iCBT) programs for 
depression and anxiety disorders 

Introduction: iCBT programs are effective in treating patients with anxiety disorders and 
depression, however, the development of such programs involves complex procedures.   

Methods: The most essential part of developing iCBT programs is a collaboration with a 
multidisciplinary team with different expertise. It is recommended to have a therapist who 
writes the psychological treatment content and a graphic designer who makes graphic 
content. Furthermore, specialists in developing content for online treatment platforms are 
required. The development of iCBT programs is based on psychological frameworks. A theory 
of Multimedia Learning was used to provide the treatment to the patients.  

Results: When developing new iCBT content to treat patients with mental illnesses, it is 
important they can use the programs intuitively and with limited support. The desired result 
is to develop the best possible user experience and learning experience for the patients while 
also treating their condition. 
The development process should result in a clear structure, comprehensive text, and exercises 
that communicate the psychological elements with supportive graphic content. The iCBT 
programs were developed using the Minddistrict platform. 

Conclusion: The development of iCBT programs is a complex process, therefore it is essential 
to have a multidisciplinary team with different expertise to develop a useful and effective 
treatment program. 

Future aspects: We are constantly learning new important aspects in the development of new 
content for different groups of patients. This year, we are developing a self-guided treatment 
for adult patients with depression, panic disorder and eating disorders. Additionally, we are 
developing an iCBT program for adolescents with anxiety disorders. 

Alberthe Stahlfest Møller 
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Day 1, 16.30: Alexander Rozental, Uppsala University, Department of Psychology 

Treating perfectionism using internet-based cognitive behavior therapy: Comparing two types of 
treatment 

Introduction: Perfectionism is characterized by setting high standards and being concerned 
about performance, which can have a negative impact on interpersonal relationships and 
psychological wellbeing. Cognitive behavior therapy (CBT), administered in a face-to-face 
setting and via the Internet, has previously demonstrated promising effects with regard to 
symptoms of perfectionism and related problems, for example depression. However, no 
clinical trial has used an active comparator. In the current study, Internet-based CBT (iCBT) 
was compared to Internet-based Unified Protocol (iUP) for self-referred participants seeking 
treatment for perfectionism. 

Methods: In total, 138 participants were deemed eligible and randomized to receive two types 
of treatment via the Internet, iCBT and iUP. Eight modules over eight weeks were distributed, 
containing both psychoeducation and homework assignments. If needed, participants could 
also receive support on demand from three therapists. A number of self-report measures 
were administered prior to and after the treatment period. At the time of the conference, the 
results of both conditions will be analyzed using an intention-to-treat, mixed model-analysis, 
applying maximum likelihood estimation to account for missing data. 

Results: Results from the post-treatment assessment showed that half of the participants 
(52.9%) had opened all of the eight modules, with no difference between the conditions. For 
the main outcome measure, the Clinical Perfectionism Questionnaire, the within-group effect 
size Cohen’s d was 1.61 for iCBT and 1.83 for iUP. For the secondary outcome measures, 
effects ranged from d 0.33 to 0.67. At the time of the conference, additional results from two 
follow-up assessments, six- and 12-months, will also be presented. 

Conclusion: Perfectionism can lead to significant difficulties and sometimes warrant 
treatment. CBT has been shown to benefit those affected by helping them change inflexible 
standards, refute cognitive biases, experiment with more flexible behaviors, and basing one’s 
self-worth on more than performance. The current study replicates prior research findings 
that CBT for perfectionism can successfully be delivered via the Internet, which could help 
disseminate an effective treatment to those in need. 

Alexander Rozental, Monica Buhrman, Filip Jovicic, Olle Gelberg, Katarina Molin, Gerhard 
Andersson, Per Carlbring, David Forsström, Roz Shafran 

 

Day 1, 16.45: Elisabet Gervind and Mathilda Ben Salem, Närhälsan, Västra Götalands 
regionen 

The transference of research results to practise: Organization and implementation outcomes of 
iCBT in primary care – a mixed methods study using the RE-AIM framework 

Background: Healthcare systems all over the world are working in dynamic and resource-
constrained contexts. Implementation science plays a critical role in ensuring that costly 
research results are implemented and improve public health. Internet-based CBT (iCBT) has 
the potential to increase access to evidence-based psychological treatments. To influence 
public health, effective implementation is required. However implementation of iCBT in 
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regular care has given mixed results and has rarely been analysed according to a scientific 
framework for implementation research.  

Aim: The overall aim of the present study is to contribute to knowledge about how iCBT can 
be implemented and organized in primary care. The current study also explores naturalistic 
variability in two different organizational formats, “concentrated” and “decentralized”. 

Method: A mixed quantitative-qualitative design was used to identify factors that impact the 
implementation of iCBT across multiple levels, including patients, therapists, leaders and 
organization. The scientific framework RE-AIM with the dimensions reach (those in the target 
group participating in the program), effectiveness (effects after completion of the program), 
adoption (actors who accept the program), implementation (compliance with the program 
according to protocol), maintenance (sustainability over time) was used to evaluate the 
implementation.  Results: 104 primary care centres in Västra Götaland participated in the 
study. Outcomes on patient-data (n=1979) were gathered between 2018 and 2021 from the 
quality register SibeR. Fifty-four iCBT-therapists answered the NoMAD-questionnaire and 
fifteen leaders were interviewed. The material is currently being analysed. 

Elisabet Gervind, Mathilda Ben Salem, Cecilia Svanborg, Monica Nyström, Viktor Kaldo, Josefine 
Lilja & Sandra Weineland 

 

Day 1, 17.00: Anna Larsson, Gothenburg University, Sweden 

IMPACT (Internet-Mediated Psychological treatment - Acceptance and Commitment Therapy) in 
youths: The role of parental support 

Introduction: The research project IMPACT (Internet-Mediated Psychological treatment - 
Acceptance and Commitment Therapy) aims to investigate iCBT for youths between 13-18 
years old in the primary care setting. The experiences among therapists, youths and their 
parents are explored as well as symptom reduction, the role of motivation and parental 
support.   

Method: IMPACT consists of 3 studies: Study 1 is a qualitative thematic analysis of the 
attitudes and experiences of 14 therapists during the implementation of iCBT for youths in 
primary care. Study 2 is a mixed-method design investigating the experiences and perceived 
effects of iCBT among 14 youths and their parents and study 3 is a quantitative 1-year follow-
up of treatment results of iCBT and TAU in 35 youths.  

Results: In study 1, the therapists reported positive experiences of using iCBT for youths and 
considered it a valuable alternative to face-to-face treatment and an appreciated variation in 
their schedules. Nevertheless, the therapists also reported challenges in selecting, motivating 
and interacting with the patients and suggested that parental support can increase 
compliance and improve treatment results. 
In study 2, the quantitative analysis indicated that iCBT was successful in symptom reduction 
and underlined that the motivation of the youths was crucial for the treatment outcome. The 
youths valued independence and freedom in managing the treatment on their own terms 
whereas the parents expressed uncertainty about their role and how to support their youths. 
This study further supports the importance of parental involvement in iCBT for youths in 
supporting and reminding during the course of treatment and collaborating with the 
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therapist. 
Based on the results in study 1 and 2, a separate parental support programme was developed 
in the shape of a shorter iCBT programme for the parents to use in parallel with their youths 
doing iCBT treatment. In study 3, the youths with parental support had significantly higher 
compliance compared to both TAU and iCBT without parental support.    

Conclusion: Internet treatment in primary care is accepted by both therapists, youths and 
their parents in the research project. Furthermore, youth motivation was paramount for 
treatment outcome and parental support was identified as an important factor. 

Anna Larsson, Sandra Weineland, Linnea Nissling & Josefine Lilja 

 

Day 1, 17.15: Kristina Aspvall, Department of Clinical Neuroscience, Karolinska Institutet, 
Sweden 

Stepped-care treatment for children and adolescents with obsessive-compulsive disorder: a 
randomized controlled non-inferiority trial 

Introduction: Obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) is a prevalent and disabling condition 
with typical onset during childhood. Previous research has indicated that internet-delivered 
CBT (ICBT) is an efficacious treatment for children and adolescents with OCD and has been 
proposed as a possible first intervention in a stepped-care model. However, knowledge is 
lacking about the efficacy and cost-effectiveness of such a model. The aim of the current study 
was to evaluate if ICBT in a stepped care model has comparable effects as, and using less 
resources than, face-to-face CBT for children and adolescents with OCD.  

Methods: A two-site randomized non-inferiority trial where children and adolescents (N=152) 
with OCD either received ICBT or face-to-face CBT for 16 weeks. All non-responders at the 3-
month follow-up were offered additional face-to-face CBT up to the 6-month follow-up. The 
non-inferiority was evaluated at the 6-month follow-up using the Children’s Yale-Brown 
Obsessive-Compulsive Scale (CY-BOCS) as the main outcome and the trial incorporated a full 
economic evaluation.  

Results: The stepped-care treatment was as efficacious as the face-to-face treatment with an 
estimated mean difference of 0.91 points on the CY-BOCS (1-sided 97.5% CI, −∞ to 3.28; P for 
noninferiority = .02; 68% responders in both groups), but to a lower cost for the health care 
provider (average cost saving of $2104 [95% CI, $1202 to $3006] per participant in the 
stepped-care treatment compared with the face-to-face treatment).  

Conclusions: ICBT can be provided as a first treatment step where patients who do not 
respond sufficiently subsequently receive face-to-face CBT. This stepped-care approach 
provides equal treatment effect as standard face-to-face CBT while at the same time being 
cost-saving for the health care provider. 

Kristina Aspvall, Erik Andersson, Karin Melin, Lisa Norlin, Viktor Eriksson, Sarah Vigerland, 
Maral Jolstedt, Maria Silverberg-Mörse, Lena Wallin, Filipa Sampaio, Inna Feldman, Matteo 

Bottai, Fabian Lenhard, David Mataix-Cols, Eva Serlachius 
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Day 1, 17.30: Dorian Kern, Centre for psychiatry research, Karolinska institutet 

What can internet interventions do for individuals with type 1 diabetes mellitus? 

Introduction: Type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM) is a disease associated with premature 
mortality and somatic and psychiatric co-morbidity. Earlier CBT-interventions have had 
significant effects on blood glucose level and mental health but are not readily available in 
routine care. Therapist guided ICBT is a logical step, but in addition to a general shortage, 
there is a specific deficit of therapists with sufficient knowledge of diabetes. This makes large 
scale implementation difficult. A self-guided intervention could facilitate an integration with 
existing healthcare pathways. Such an intervention needs to be constructed carefully to 
achieve equal levels of adherence and improvements in somatic and mental health.  

Objectives: To construct an internet-delivered CBT-based psychological self-care programme 
for national dissemination. 

Methods: In step I, the safety, usability and credibility of two tools (problem solving and 
exposure) was evaluated in a small feasibility study. In step II these and additional tools will 
be combined into a psychological self-care programme for people with type 1 diabetes and 
tested in a larger uncontrolled pilot study. In step III the modified and optimised intervention 
will tested in a randomised controlled trial. We will further develop the intervention based on 
feedback from users.   

Concluding remarks: Establishing an internet intervention in somatic care may present some 
challenges. In diabetes care, emotional and behavioural problems of some of the patients are 
often discussed, but the possible merits of psychological treatment, as well as internet 
interventions, may not appear obvious. Care should be taken in developing the intervention 
together with clinicians and patients, in order to make it relevant to the somatic population 
and implementable in routine care. 

Dorian Kern 

 

Day 2, 9.00: Per Carlbring, Department of Psychology, Stockholm University, Sweden 

TRAbee: Internet-delivered transdiagnostic self-help treatments for anxiety and/or depression: 
Preliminary results from a full-factorial designed randomized control trial 

Traditional evidence-based psychological treatments are often diagnosis-specific, with 
treatment manuals being developed for specific diagnoses. This methodology has been 
criticized by some for not corresponding with the clinical reality of individual variability of 
symptoms, comorbitity with other psychiatric diagnoses and subclinical symptoms of other 
conditions. A possible way of adapting treatments to clinical reality is through transdiagnostic 
modes of treatment.  

Transdiagnostic treatments have the great advantage of potentially being suitable to a larger, 
and likely more representative population. Within psychological treatment there are two 
main transdiagnostic modalities; Unified Protocol and Affect Phobia Therapy. Unified Protocol 
is based on Cognitive Behaviour Therapy and is directed at emotional regulation as an 
important maintaining, transdiagnostic factor. Affect phobia therapy has its theoretical roots 
in modern Psychodynamic Theory and is focused on breaking unconscious maladaptive 
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patterns. Unified Protocol and Affect Phobia Therapy have to our knowledge never been 
compared with each other, which this study aims to accomplish.  

The current study is a randomized controlled trial with a full factorial design. A total of 2400 
participants will be divided into 12 different subgroups (2 * treatment duration [8 vs 16 
weeks], 2 * discussion forum access [yes vs. no], and 3 * treatment [Unified Protocol vs. Affect 
Phobia Therapy vs. Waitlist). 

Inclusion criteria for the study are the following: Ability to read and write Swedish, access to 
smartphone or computer, minimum age of 18 years, and total GAD-7 ≥ 5 points and/or PHQ-9 
≥ 10 points. 

Exclusion criteria for the study are the following: Concurrent psychological treatment, 
initiation of or change in medication for anxiety or depression within the previous month, or 
self-reported severe depression (PHQ-9 total score ≥ 20) or suicidality (PHQ-9, item 9 > 2). 
Participants who report severe depression or suicidality will be excluded and recommended 
to seek other treatment. 

GAD7 and PHQ9 are the main outcome measures. Secondary measures are: Personality 
Inventory for DSM Short Form, Reflective Functioning Questionnaire 8, Negative Effects 
Questionnaire, and Brunnsviken Brief Quality of Life Scale. 

The study is still recruiting, but preliminary results will be available at the time of the SWErii 
conference. 

Per Carlbring, Gustav Martling, Björn Philips, Karin Lindqvist, Jakob Mechler, and Gerhard 
Andersson 

 

Day 2, 9.15: Nick Titov, MindSpot Clinic, Macquarie University, Australia 

Demographic and symptom change in users of the Australian MindSpot Clinic during 
the COVID-19 pandemic 

Introduction: Digital mental health services (DMHS) deliver psychological services using 
telephony and digital tools. The MindSpot Clinic is an Australian DMHS which has been 
operating since 2012 and now serves 30,000 Australians each year. Globally, the impacts of 
COVID-19 increased demand for traditional DMHS, however, little is known about the impacts 
of COVID-19 on the demographic and symptoms profiles of users. Such data could inform 
public health responses. 

Methods: We monitored and evaluated demographic and data about user symptoms during 
COVID-19 and compared data with pre-COVID-19 baseline scores. In March 2020 we also 
introduced specific questions relating to COVID-19 which have helped track anxiety and 
lifestyle changes specific to the impacts of COVID-19. 

Results: We found that although the number of users seeking MindSpot services increased 
considerably in response to the impacts of COVID-19, the overall severity of symptoms did not 
increase and were sometimes lower than baseline. Consistent with this, rates of suicidal 
thoughts and plans also reduced relative to baseline. Importantly, we found that we could 
track increases in anxiety about COVID with lockdowns and increases in case numbers across 
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Australian states and territories. This information was regularly shared with the Australian 
Government and informed their response.  

Conclusions: These results demonstrate how data systems used by DMHS can provide insights 
into the impacts of disasters and public health emergencies. By extension, DMHS can provide 
long-term snapshots about the mental health status and needs of consumers over time. 
However, such activities require specialised resources and investment of time and energy and 
need to be funded separately to the clinical operations of such services. 

Nick Titov 

 

Day 2, 9.30: Jiayan Pan, Department of Social Work, Hong Kong Baptist University, Hong 
Kong, China / Department of Psychology, Stockholm University, Sweden 

Development of an online cognitive behavioral therapy program for reducing psychological 
distress of Chinese university students in Hong Kong 

The mental health of university students has always been a concern in the higher education 
system, particularly in the age of the COVID-19 pandemic. However, university counseling 
services are often inadequate to meet their mental health needs, especially in Hong Kong. 
Online psychosocial intervention may be a possible solution due to its cost-effectiveness and 
efficiency, with online cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) as the most prevalent approach. 
Nevertheless, this kind of online intervention is underdeveloped in Hong Kong.  

This project developed an online CBT program, called “REST Online”, for Hong Kong 
university students to reduce their psychological distress and improve their mental health. 
The program was developed in a web version and a smartphone application. Blended mode of 
service delivery is adopted in this program, which includes 8 online modules and 3 face-to-
face counseling sessions (including an intake interview session). Students learn a variety of 
CBT skills in the online modules, which covers the topics of the CBT framework, identifying 
automatic thoughts, cognitive distortion and cognitive rules, cognitive skills of self-talk, 
evidence for and against, pie chart, advantage and disadvantage analysis, cognitive 
continuum, and behavioral skills of behavioral experiment and behavioral activation. An 
experienced social worker with certified qualification of CBT help students to apply the learnt 
CBT skills in the face-to-face counseling sessions to deal with their own stress. Besides the 8 
online models, the program also includes the functions of mood check, exercise and feedback, 
forum, client portfolio, online assessment, reminder, in-box message, reminder, and online 
booking. The program is culturally and linguistically appropriate for Hong Kong university 
students in terms of its tailor-made case demonstration videos and use of Cantonese language.   

A randomized controlled trial with a waiting-list control group design was adopted for 
program evaluation. Participants were invited to fill in a pre-, post- and 3-month follow-up 
tests before, upon immediate completion of, and 3-month after joining the program, 
respectively. Data collection is in progress, with an aim of recruiting 200 participants (A total 
of 170 participants have joined the program at the moment). The findings of this project will 
provide some empirical evidence of the effectiveness of online CBT for Chinese university 
students in Hong Kong. 

Jiayan Pan, Per Carlbring 
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Day 2, 9.45: Johanna Lätth, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm Sweden 

Prevention of child sexual abuse on the “Darknet”: a masked, randomized and placebo-controlled 
trial of internet-delivered CBT for people who use child sexual abuse material 

Online sexual offending is an emerging child protection matter, including the use and spread 
of child sexual abuse material (CSAM, i.e. “child pornography”) in encrypted chat forums 
(“Darknet”). Challenges in preventing online child sexual abuse include reaching at-risk 
individuals for committing child sexual abuse-related crimes, and a lack of evidence-based 
treatment methods. To prevent sexual abuse, we tried a new active prevention approach 
reaching out to offenders in Darknet communities and offering anonymous internet-delivered 
therapy. 
The intervention Prevent it is a therapist-assisted, eight weeks online cognitive behavioural 
therapy developed at Karolinska Institutet. The trial had a single-blind (participants), 
psychological placebo-controlled parallel-group randomized design. We included active adult 
child sexual abuse material users with sufficient skills in English and no severe psychiatric 
illness. The primary outcome was the change in self-reported CSAM viewing time past week 
pre-to post-treatment, measured with Sexual Child Molesters Risk Assessment (SChiMRA+). 
Secondary outcomes included the severity of CSAM consumed, time spent socializing or 
interacting with children for sexual arousal, time spent on behaviour related to the sexual 
interest in children, and quality of life. A number of 5,504 registered visits to the study 
webpage resulted in 185 assessment interviews. From April 16, 2019, to Sept 20, 2021, 160 
individuals were included and randomized to Prevent it (n=80) or psychological placebo 
(n=80). 

Johanna Lätth, Christoffer Rahm 

 

Day 2, 10.00: Karoline Kolaas, Karolinska Institutet, Centrum för psykiatriforskning 

Feasibility of a low-threshold online video-delivered transdiagnostic course for common mental 
health problems in primary care: a single-group prospective cohort 

(Not yet officially published) 

Karoline Kolaas 

 

Day 2, 10.15: Charlotte Lunden, Uppsala University, Institution for medical sciences, Sweden 

Internet-delivered cognitive behaviour therapy for adolescents with insomnia comorbid to 
psychiatric conditions: A non-randomised trial 

Introduction: Insomnia is highly prevalent among adolescents with psychiatric conditions and 
is known to aggravate psychiatric symptoms. Research on cognitive behaviour therapy for 
adolescents with comorbid insomnia (CBT-I) is still limited. The aim of this study was to 
investigate feasibility and preliminary effects of internet-delivered CBT for adolescents with 
insomnia comorbid to a psychiatric condition. 

Methods: Twenty-one patients (13–17 years) with comorbid insomnia were recruited from 
Child and Adolescent Psychiatry. All patients received 7 weeks of internet-delivered CBT-I 
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with therapist support. Outcomes were assessed at baseline, post-treatment, and at a 4-month 
follow-up. The proportion of completed assessments was overall acceptable. Participants on 
average completed 4.48 (sd = 1.97) of the seven treatment modules and therapists on average 
spent 12.80 minutes (sd = 6.23) per patient and week.  

Results: Results showed large statistically significant improvements on insomnia severity, 
sleep efficiency, sleep onset latency and sleep quality. Medium to large improvements were 
also seen on the psychiatric symptoms of depression, obsessive-compulsive symptoms, 
interpersonal sensitivity, paranoid ideation and psychoticism.  

Conclusion: These findings indicate that internet-delivered CBT is feasible and potentially 
promising for improving sleep and reducing psychiatric symptoms in adolescent psychiatric 
patients with insomnia and co-morbid psychiatric disorders. A larger randomised trial is 
warranted to verify these preliminary results. 

Zetterqvist, V., Lundén, C., Herrmann, A., Hasbar, L., Khalifa, N., Lekander, M., Åslund, L.& 
Jernelöv, S. 

 

Day 2, 10.45: Erik Forsell, Internetpsykiatri, Psykiatri Sydväst (SLSO) & Centrum för 
Psykiatriforskning, CNS, Karolinska Institutet, Sverige 

Accuracy of therapists’ predictions of outcome in Internet delivered Cognitive Behavior Therapy 
for depression and anxiety in routine psychiatric care 

Background: Early identification of failing psychological treatments could be of high clinical 
value, but therapists themselves have been found to be bad at predicting who will benefit or 
not. Previous research has some methodological limitations and therapists’ predictive 
accuracy has never been examined in internet-delivered treatments. 

Method: Therapists providing Internet-delivered Cognitive Behaviour Therapy (ICBT) for 
Depression, Social anxiety disorder and Panic disorder in routine psychiatric care made 
outcome predictions for 897 consecutive patients during the fourth week of treatment. 
Therapists’ accuracies were compared to the accuracy of a simple statistical model and a 
benchmark for a clinically acceptable/useful level of accuracy.  

Results: Therapists were more accurate than chance, but their balanced accuracy was on 
average 9,5 % lower than the balanced accuracy of the statistical model (though confidence 
intervals often overlapped) and only in one case did the predictions reach the clinical 
acceptance benchmark. Therapist could predict on average 16% of the variance in outcome, 
compared to a statistical model explaining 39%. Therapists were overly optimistic, predicting 
positive outcomes on average twice as often as they occurred. They differed in confidence in 
their predictions, though this did not affect how correct they were. 

Conclusions: ICBT-therapists can often predict treatment outcomes better than chance, but 
generally not as well as statistical models, and probably not accurately enough that they 
themselves would be willing to act on their own predictions. Our and previous findings 
suggests that patients would benefit if statistical monitoring and prediction tools were used in 
clinical settings. 

Erik Forsell, Simon Mattson & Viktor Kaldo 
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Day 2, 11.00: Nils Hentati Isacsson, Karolinska institutet, CNS, CPF, Sweden 

Development of clinically actionable prediction models in internet delivered cognitive behavioral 
therapy: lessons and results 

Introduction: Research on prediction models for clinical use in psychotherapy is on the rise. 
While the possibility to find patients at risk of not benefiting from treatment early is tempting, 
the road to such a prediction is fraught with methodological pitfalls. Internet delivered 
cognitive behavioral therapy has the ideal conditions for an automated prediction system that 
could be beneficial to clinicians. However, due to varying methodological qualities of current 
research it is difficult to ascertain how prediction models should be developed and how 
accurate todays models are.  As such this presentation will summaries recent efforts of how to 
develop models and evaluate their accuracy by the author to unravel prediction research for 
treatment outcome in internet delivered cognitive behavioral therapy.  
Methods: Recent efforts include the author building two versions of a decision support tool for 
an automated prediction system to be used by clinicians. In addition to this we conducted one 
study comparing a large number of different prediction models for treatment outcome.  

Results: In regards to development the technical aspects involve the integration of database, 
platform and managing software. More relevant it is important to consider, synthesize, and 
transform relevant predictors of treatment outcome. The work highlighted the importance of 
deciding the spatial resolution of predictors and predictions, handling multiple versions of 
treatments and conditions treated, and ensuring current high quality validation practices. In 
regards to results prediction models (including simple benchmark models) can achieve a 
clinical actionable prediction for use and evaluation in an Adaptive Treatment Strategy and 
some experiments in regards to natural language processing are tentatively positive.  

Conclusions: Several technical and data management problems need to be overcome while 
building a clinical prediction model. While prediction models both advanced and simple can 
achieve a clinical actionable accuracy our findings indicate that it is useful to; have a large 
dataset, , always include a benchmark model, impute missing data in predictors in line with 
assumptions about missing mechanisms, use repeated cross-validation to evaluate models 
and update models with the most recent data about the patient.  

Nils Hentati Isacsson 

 

Day 2, 11.15: Pontus Bjurner, Karolinska institutet/Region Stockholm, Sweden 

Validation, usability testing and development of a clinical decision support tool for iCBT 

Introduction: Building a clinical prediction model that accurately identifies the right patients 
is very challenging. Still this is only half the battle in the development of a clinical decision 
support tool (DST) for therapists in internet delivered cognitive behavioral therapy. A clinical 
DST needs to be accepted and trusted by its users i.e. the therapists and has to ensure that 
they adapt the treatment in a clinically meaningful and effective way. 

Methods: To start this development, the author has in a pilot study collected data of therapists’ 
experiences of testing a beta version of a clinical decision support tool for iCBT, using mixed 
methods. User experiences were collected by: 
- Having group sessions at the start and end of a test period, where therapists discussed 
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different topics of a DST. 
- Letting therapists fill out standard and customized user questionnaires. 
- Having individual think-aloud-sessions with users/therapists. 

Results: This evaluation of the first iteration of the clinical DST showed that the basic concept 
was accepted by the therapists and important points of development where identified, like the 
importance of guiding how the therapists should interpret and act on the information given in 
the tools GUI. 

Conclusions: The data from this pilot has been used in the further development of a clinically 
useful DST. This pilot also shows the need to study further how a DST based on an automated 
prediction system can affect therapist behaviors, with in an adapted treatment strategy, in a 
way that is accepted, effective and ethical. 

Pontus Bjurner, Viktor Kaldo 

 

Day 2, 11.30: Viktor Kaldo, Karolinska Institutet & Linneaus University, Sweden 

Collaboratively creating QPRED – A set of predictive patient-rated questions for ICBT (and less 
interesting interventions) 

Introduction: Early on in treatments such as ICBT, it is possible to predict an individual 
patient’s final outcome and lower the number of failed treatments by adapting the treatment 
for those predicted to fail. The use of adaptive treatment strategies are thus promising, but 
their success relies on the accuracy in the outcome prediction, and increased accuracy is 
needed to increase the clinical usefulness. Traditionally, prediction research have relied on 
data collected for other purposes. We aim to design the Questionnaire for Prediction (QPRED), 
with the primary purpose of having a maximized predictive quality. 

Methods: A group of researchers led by the presenter has initiated the creation of QPRED by 
reviewing previous research and having iterative workshops related to core principles, 
questionnaire structure, conceptual aspects and specific items. 

Results: The emerging consensus suggested that QPRED should be patient-rated, preferable 
include items with high face validity for clinicians to facilitate implementation, include 
different items for different time-points (baseline, reoccurring, and early), and consist of a 
core set of items generalizable regardless type of mental health intervention (different 
therapeutic orientations, counseling/supportive contact, or pharmacological), diagnosis and 
patient groups, and format of intervention (individual, group, digital), but with the option to 
include items for specific contexts when needed. Correlations among items (or factors 
consisting of a few items) should be low, since the scale does not measure a concept but 
rather should aim to include as many unique, independent predictors as possible. The items’ 
response options should enable large variation and include extremes since those might be 
more predictive. 

Conclusions: ICBT would be highly suitable for empirical testing due to its cost-effectiveness 
and high data quality. Further development of QPRED would benefit from a larger 
collaboration, and you are all invited! 

Viktor Kaldo 
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Day 2, 11.45: Klara Lauri, Department of clinical neuroscience, Karolinska Institutet, Sweden  

A preliminary investigation of a therapist-supported online cognitive intervention for patients 
with taboo obsessions 

Introduction: Obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) is a prevalent and impairing psychiatric 
disorder. Taboo obsessions are particularly distressing, perceived as unacceptable and 
associated with higher risk of suicidality. Previous studies have suggested that patients with 
taboo obsessions may be more therapist-demanding and/or harder to treat with traditional 
exposure with response prevention techniques. Cognitive therapy (CT) may be a suitable 
alternative for taboo obsessions but is a resource-intensive intervention. One solution could 
be to deliver it in an online self-help format with low therapist support.  

Methods: A feasibility trial of a therapist-supported internet-delivered CT (I-CT) intervention 
for taboo obsessions in individuals with a diagnosis of OCD. Nineteen OCD patients with 
primary taboo obsessions received the I-CT intervention for 10 weeks. 
The aims were to investigate a) if participants were able to grasp and apply the internet-
delivered cognitive framework to their own situation; b) if they had clinically meaningful 
reductions of OCD symptom severity; and c) if reduced negative appraisals (the hypothesized 
mechanism of change in CT) preceded reductions in OCD symptom severity.  

Results: A majority of the participants (n = 13, 68%) were deemed to have understood and 
successfully applied the cognitive model to their own situation. Within-group analyses 
showed large reductions in OCD symptom severity at posttreatment (bootstrapped within 
group d = 1.67 [95% CI; 0.67 to 2.66) measured with the clinician-administered Yale-Brown 
Obsessive-Compulsive Scale. The gains were maintained at the 6-month follow up. Post-hoc 
analyses revealed that the large reductions in OCD symptoms were mainly driven by the 
participants who understood and successfully applied the cognitive model. In line with the 
cognitive theoretical framework, reductions in negative appraisals predicted subsequent 
reductions in OCD symptom severity during treatment. 

Conclusion: The results indicate that it is clinically meaningful to deliver CT in an online 
format for patients with taboo obsessions and to achieve both cognitive change and 
meaningful symptom reduction. 

Klara Olofsdotter Lauri, MSc, Kristina Aspvalla, PhD, Ingvill Bagøien Hustad, MSc, Karin 
Malmqvist, MSc, Eva Serlachius, professor, David Mataix-Cols, professor, Christian Rück, 

professor, Volen Ivanov, PhD, Erik Andersson, associate professor 

 

Day 2, 12.00: Britta Westerberg, Örebro University, Sweden 

An internet based intervention for adults with Autism spectrum disorder – a qualitative study of 
participants experiences 

Adults with Autism Spectrum Disorder face several barriers to accessing evidence-based care, 
including difficulties in communicating needs, social anxiety or in travelling to a health care 
unit. In recent years, several forms of internet-based treatments (IBT) have shown to be 
effective for a variety of psychiatric conditions. IBT alternatives allow convenient and flexible 
formats, and therefore have the potential to increase access to health care for individuals with 
ASD. However, knowledge about how IBT features may suit the needs of individuals with 
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autism is limited. The aim of this study was to explore the participant experiences of an 
internet-based intervention for adults with ASD. The primary focus of the investigation was 
on autism-specific needs in relation to the features unique to the online format. 

In this qualitative study, semi-structured telephone interviews were conducted with fourteen 
participants who had completed a text-based IBT for adults with ASD. The intervention 
comprised 18 modules focusing on challenges that adults with ASD experience in different 
areas of life. The intervention included a possibility of peer interaction through a biweekly 
chat-session. We used an inductive approach and analysed the data using qualitative content 
analysis. 

Five main categories were identified; (1) Implications of the online format, (2) The fixed non-
individualized model, (3) Therapist interaction, (4) Interacting with other participants and (5) 
Making use of the treatment content. Overall, participants appreciated the availability of the 
internet-based format and that they could work on their treatment independent of time or 
location. The group-based chat-sessions was considered a generally positive experience. 
Furthermore, most participants felt safe and relaxed in relation to the therapist and 
appreciated the text-based format. However, several participants felt that the format and 
content of the treatment was not sufficiently adapted to their individual life situation. 

In conclusion, this IBT constitutes an accessible and energy-saving treatment alternative for 
adults with autism. Further, integrating group-based components seems feasible in an 
otherwise individual internet-based treatment for individuals with autism. However, group-
based components do require a clear purpose and rationale. Future studies should develop 
and evaluate treatment adaptations tailored to individual needs. 

Britta Westerberg, Sofie Bäärnhielm, Clover Giles, Ulrika Hylén, Fredrik Holländare, Susanne 
Bejerot 

 

Day 2, 12.15: Youstina Demetry, Institution for clinical neuroscience/Centre of psychiatry 
research, Sweden 

Knocking on the Virtual Doors of Arabic-speaking Youth in Sweden through a Culturally Adapted 
Internet-Based Cognitive Behavioural Therapy: a Feasibility Study 

Introduction: Between 2015-2020, Sweden received approximately 275 000 refugees, out of 
which 43% were under the age of 18. The dramatic changes that are brought upon individuals 
who forcibly leave their home-countries in search for security are associated with higher risk 
of depression, anxiety and ptsd. Despite that, a number of cultural and language barriers 
hinder refugee youths from seeking mental health services in Sweden. Aim: The aim of the 
current study is to explore the feasibility, acceptability and effectiveness of a culturally 
adapted internet-based CBT for Arabic-speaking youth in Sweden.  

Method: The current study used an open-trial mixed-methods design. Inclusion critiera 
included being an Arabic-speaker youth aging between 15-26 and suffering from a mild to 
moderate psychological problem. Participants were recruited mainly through social media 
advertisements. Seventeen participants were included to participate in a 10-week culturally 
adapted tailored internet intervention for common mental health problems. The quantitative 
analysis included six participants. Moreover, the qualitative analysis included six completers, 
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three non-completers and two matched non-participants and one Arabic-speaking mental 
health practitioner. A dependent sample t-test was conducted to analyze quantitative data. 
Additionally, a thematic analysis was conducted to analyze qualitative data.  

Results: A significant reduction in anxiety and depressive symptom were found. As for the 
qualitative analysis, three overarching categories emerged experiences regarding SahaUng, 
Attitudes toward psychological interventions, personal factors to adherence. 

Youstina Demetry, Elisabet Wasteson, Tomas Lindegaard, Anahita Geranmayeh, Gerhard 
Andersson, Shervin Shahnavaz 

 

Day 2, 12.30: Mercedes Almela, Tilburg University / Cognitive Neuropsychology / the 
Netherlands 

Wellbeing Online: A self-applied intervention to reduce symptoms of depression and anxiety in 7 
countries. Study Protocol for a Randomized Controlled Trial 

Introduction: Epidemiological studies suggest we could be on the verge of a post-pandemic 
mental health crisis. An increase of 53.2 million people suffering from depression and 76.2 
million from anxiety has been reported using data from 201 countries (SantoMauro et al., 
2021). This is a challenge faced by mental health services in many countries, as the number of 
therapists available is already limited in Europe, and in Latin America the shortage is more 
significant. Self-applied online interventions for mild depressive and anxiety symptoms can 
alleviate the impact of this crisis. We aim to present the design of Wellbeing Online, and the 
protocol for a randomized multicenter controlled trial to test its effectiveness to reduce mild 
depressive and anxiety symptoms.    

Methods: Wellbeing Online is a self-applied intervention composed of 10 sessions with 
evidence-based components, including Mindfulness, Behavioral Activation Therapy, Positive 
Psychology, Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, and Acceptance and Commitment Therapy. The 
intervention will be applied in the Netherlands, Spain, Mexico, Ecuador, Brazil, Chile and Perú, 
aiming for a sample size of 700 participants. The content has been culturally adapted and 
validated by clinical psychologists in each country. The protocol to test its effectiveness has a 
two-arm design (parallel-group and superiority trial), comparing the 1) treatment group 
receiving the online intervention through videos, infographics, audios, and text, and the 2) 
control group, receiving the same contents but in PDF format. The participants will be 
measured at 5 time points: pretest, halfway, post-test, follow ups at 3 and 6 months. We will 
test the equivalence of its effectiveness across countries.  

Results and Conclusion: Depression and anxiety symptomatology are expected to decrease in 
both groups, and positive outcomes such as life satisfaction to increase. However, these 
changes will be greater in the treatment group than in the control group. Furthermore, we do 
not expect differences in these effects between countries due to the cultural adaptation. 
Finally, we will investigate which factors modulate the effectiveness of the intervention and 
whether these are different between countries, adding relevant information for the cultural 
adaptation of online interventions. 

Alejandro Dominguez-Rodriguez, Paulina Erika Herdoiza-Arroyo, Adrián Antonio Cisneros 
Hernández, Reyna Jazmín Martínez Arriaga, Marinna Simões Mensorio, Rogéria Lourenço dos 
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Santos, Leivy Patricia González Ramírez, Viviana Sylvia Vargas Salinas, David Villarreal Zegarra, 
Rosa Olimpia Castellanos Vargas, Marisa Colmenero Guadian, Joabián Alvarez, Joaquín Mateu 

Mollá, Paloma Hornos, Joel Omar González Cantero, Margarita Gabriela Albán Terán, Emilia 
Gabriela Nieto Ramos, Lars de Vroege, Geert van Boxtel, Flor Rocío Ramírez-Martínez, 

Mercedes Almela 

 

Day 2, 12.45: Victoria Aminoff, Linköping University, Sweden 

CoronaCope: ICBT for psychological symptoms related to the pandemic 

Introduction: From earlier experience, epidemics and pandemics are associated with 
worsened mental health both in short and long term. During pandemics and now specifically 
the COVID-19 pandemic, it is not only the people infected with the virus who are affected. 
Negative psychological consequences within the non-infected population have also been 
observed. Internet-based cognitive behavioral therapy (ICBT), which has shown to be 
effective for several psychiatric problems, is a way to address the increased need of 
psychological treatment with simultaneous requirement of physiological distancing. One pilot 
RCT and, based on the pilot, one RCT was carried through aiming to investigate whether ICBT 
could be effective to reduce psychological symptoms related to the pandemic.  

Methods: In the pilot study, 52 participants with arising or worsened psychological symptoms 
related to the COVID-19 pandemic were randomly allocated to either a 7-week-long 
individually tailored ICBT (n = 26) with weekly support by a therapist or a wait-list control 
condition (n = 26). Measures of depression symptoms, quality of life, anxiety symptoms, 
insomnia, post-traumatic stress symptoms, stress and alcohol use was included in pre- and 
post-treatment measure. In the RCT, which is not published yet, the same procedure was 
executed about six months later, with the changes that the ICBT was 8-week-long and was 
even more adapted to the COIVD-19 pandemic situation.  

Results: Overall, in the pilot study, moderate to large between-group effects were found in 
favor to the treatment group on depression and anxiety symptoms, as well as for stress 
symptoms and alcohol use. No effects were observed on measures of quality of life, insomnia, 
symptoms of post-traumatic stress and anger. The RCT, currently not published, shows 
similar results with significant effects on measures of depression but also for insomnia and 
anger. A trend for anxiety symptoms, but still not significant, was also shown. 

Conclusions: Individually tailored ICBT with weekly support by a therapist shows initial 
promise to be a way to deliver psychological treatment addressing psychological symptoms 
related to the COVID-19 pandemic and its consequences. 

Victoria Aminoff 
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